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Consistent Pulp Quality and Refining Know-how

It all starts with the forests …

… and comes down to fibre morphology
Source: Paprican
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What Are We After? 

 Supplying consistent pulp quality

 Predicting pulp properties, in particular pulp strength

 Offering superior technical support
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Fibre Morphology and Refining Know-how

Refining is the key process required in papermaking to alter fibre 
characteristics and consequently to develop the desired paper properties.

Fibre morphology plays a decisive role in adapting the appropriate mill 
refining strategy. 

Fibre morphology defines pulp quality and thus paper properties

Source: Paprican
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Source: Meltzer

PFI Mill vs. Industrial Refining
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Source: Meltzer

PRF Mill vs. Industrial Refining
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Source: Meltzer

PFI Mill vs. Industrial Refining
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The Mercer Fibre Centre
Motivation for Investment

Boost expertise: Selling market pulp requires, to an ever increasing extent, a 
deeper knowledge of the impact of these fibres on the products they are 
used for. Refining plays a decisive role. 

Improve support: Since NBSK is often combined with other fibre species 
during manufacturing, understanding the interaction between these fibres 
is paramount.

Reach autonomy: Relying on third party testing facilities is often time 
intensive and costly. Having immediate and unlimited access to testing 
equipment and other resources is highly advantageous. 

Create value: Refining is an important link to our customers. Information 
gathered from laboratory methods such as the PFI mill, Jokro mill, and 
Valley Beater cannot be easily applied to the industrial refining process. 
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The Core Equipment – Laboratory Refiner LR40

Designed to simulate the 
mill refining process based 
on specific refining energy 
and specific edge load.

Completely automated 
system composed of 
pulper, mono pump, 
refiner, sampling station 
and controlling unit.

Option to use disk or conical filling. Pattern can 
be adjusted to industrial application.

Requires 1-1.5 kg of pulp for analysis.
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The Mercer Fibre Centre
Main Areas of Activity

 Quality control

 Customer support

 Projects with internal and external partners

 Applied research

 Networking with universities and research groups
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Quality Control

The Fibre Centre carries out regular pulp refining, fibre and paper 
testing for our mills.

The objective is to switch our typical property sheets from PFI mill to 
refiner data.

The Fibre Centre supports the mills during trials.

The Fibre Centre monitors and assesses market trends and quality 
developments by carrying out benchmarking studies. 

Repeatability of testing procedures is of the utmost importance
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Strong Focus on Repeatability
Weekly Tests With Reference Pulp: March to December 2018

Coefficient of variation: 3.6 - 4.9 % 
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Strong Focus on Repeatability
Weekly Tests With Reference Pulp: March to December 2018

Coefficient of variation: 0.6 - 1.0 % 
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Customer Support

 The Fibre Centre enables us to transfer refining data from lab scale 
to the industrial process. 

 The Fibre Centre provides general training on basics of refining

 The scope of a customer project may include:

 Process review (refining and stock preparation)

 Analytical support to document status quo

 Laboratory studies covering refining and blending

 Recommendations to optimize fibre treatment and furnish recipe

 On site support for mill trials
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Customer Project
NBSK as reinforcement fibre for RCF based copy paper

Due to deteriorating quality of the recycled fibre furnish, the mill faced 
difficulties reaching quality specs. 

Mercer Stendal NBSK was refined to two specific energy levels with the LR40 
and then blended with original RCF at different ratios.
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Applied Research and Networking

The Fibre Centre participates in research activities mainly, but not 
limited to, in the field of low consistency refining.

The Fibre Centre established and leads the Laboratory Refiner User 
Group. About fifteen key users from market pulp producers, paper 
companies, universities, and independent research organizations 
develop best practices in laboratory refining.

The Fibre Centre offers post-secondary students the opportunity to 
run smaller projects and conduct bachelor and master theses.
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Average 92.7 Nm/g
Standard deviation 2.8 Nm/g
Coefficient of variation 3.0 %
Number of analysis 1805
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Quality Control of Pulp Production 
Where does the variation come from? Method or Process?
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Daily Testing of Reference Pulp 
Impact of lab/method variation

Average 90.8 Nm/g
Standard deviation 2.3 Nm/g
Coefficient of variation 2.5 %
Number of analysis 294
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Questions to Answer

 Is a measured deviation in strength real or random?

When do we have a change in strength?

When do we look for a change in the process?

When do we adjust the process?

When do we inform our customer about a variation?

Can we use PFI data to answer these questions? 
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What means do we have to answer these questions, when a single 
measurement or value does not provide enough information?

Rerun the analysis of one sample, e. g. 10 times?

Use average values and trends?

Confirm results using third party testing? 

Is PFI Data Enough?

Rely on a more frequent form of analysis with enhanced accuracy 
that correlates to strength, and has process control capabilities.
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PulpEye – The Fibre Analyzer Used in Stendal

Pulp analyzer with different modules

 Freeness (CSF/SR)

 Fibre properties (length, width, curl, 
kink)

Consistency (optical sensor (NIR) to 
determine consistency for each 
measurement)

 Continuous online sampling (15 min intervals)

 Manual samples can be processed as well
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Tensile Index and Density vs. Fibre Length
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PulpEye Fibre Parameters

 Which fibre parameter(s) should 
we track?

 Do we loose information when 
following just one or a few?

 Is there a way to follow all 
simultaneously?
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Multivariate Analysis With ExtractEye

Model based on polynomial formula y = b0 + b1∙x1 + b2∙x2 + … + bn∙xn

with b0 - constant

b1 .. bn - coefficients

x1 .. xn - fibre property

As long as current parameters (blue squares) are the same as in the 
reference period (grey dots) they will be found inside the green ellipse.

In this example there is an obvious deviation in at least some parameters.
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Multivariate Analysis With ExtractEye
Tensile Model Output (example prediction)
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Summary

You have to know your fibres! They determine pulp quality and 
refining strategy.

The LR40 laboratory refiner simulates mill refining very closely and 
thus helps to optimize the paper maker’s refining process.

The Mercer Fibre Centre creates added value for our mills and 
customers. It contributes to customer retention and acquisition. Its 
touchstone is repeatability.

Fibre morphology is successfully used to monitor pulp uniformity and 
predict pulp strength quasi online.
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